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EEAC Consultant Observations
and Initial Recommendations
• Performance incentives can be very effective in
supporting achievement of goals and objectives
• Such incentives have been effective in MA
• Perf. incentives are an extremely important part
of Plans; design, level, and balance are crucial
• Perf. incentives should focus on key objectives:
– Higher savings, more benefits for MA
– Value and cost‐effectiveness (net benefits)
– Deeper savings (first), reaching broader; & others
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Statutory and Regulatory Guidance
The Green Communities Act, in its directives
on the three year statewide plans, states in
Section 21 (b)(2):
“A plan shall include…(v) a proposed
mechanism which provides performance
incentives to the companies based on their
success in meeting or exceeding the goals in
the plan;…”
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Statutory and Regulatory Guidance
The DPU, in its order in DPU 08‐50‐A, states:
In reviewing the performance incentive mechanism included in an energy efficiency
plan, the Department will rely on the following principles:
• Performance incentive mechanisms should be designed to encourage distribution
companies to pursue all available cost‐effective energy efficiency.
• The amount of funds available for performance incentive mechanisms should be
kept as low as possible, in consideration of the other principles adopted herein, in
order to minimize the costs to electricity and gas customers.
• Performance incentive mechanisms should be designed in such a way as to
encourage energy efficiency program designs that will best achieve the
Commonwealth’s energy goals, particularly with regard to the goals stated in the
Green Communities Act.
• Performance incentives should be based on clearly‐defined goals and activities that
can be sufficiently monitored, quantified and verified after the fact.
• Performance incentives should be available only for activities where the distribution
company plays a distinct and clear role in bringing about the desired outcome.
• Performance incentive mechanisms should be as consistent as possible across all
electric and gas distribution companies. Any deviations across distribution
companies should be clearly justified.
• Performance incentive mechanisms should be created in such a way to avoid any
perverse incentives.
• Any modifications to a previously approved performance incentive mechanism
should be fully justified at the time they are proposed to the Department.
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Two Key Topics
• Level of performance incentive
• Incentive mechanism (and its components)
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Terminology
• Incentives: amount of money, pre‐tax (the
amount in the Plan budgets)
• Earnings: amount of PA earnings, after‐tax
(utility tax rate = ~40%)
Recommendation: focus the discussion
regarding the level of performance incentive
on the incentive amount (the pre‐tax amount
contained in the budgets), not the utility
earnings (after‐tax amount)
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The MA Performance Incentive
Basis
Incentives

=

EE Budget

x

Incentive Rate

Performance Range

~4-6% pre-tax

% Achieved
in Relation to Goal
(75%-125%)

x

Three Components to Earn Performance Incentives
Savings Component

Value Component

Performance Metrics

Goal: Maximize savings
(benefits in $)

Goal: Maximize net benefits
(benefits minus costs)

Goal: Focus PAs on
specific outcomes

Rewards PAs for acquiring
additional lifetime energy
and demand savings and
project-associated nonenergy benefits

Rewards PAs for seeking
additional cost effective
savings and non-energy
benefits, and doing so costefficiently (from TRC
perspective

Enables the PAs and
stakeholders to highlight
elements of the EE Plan
which might not receive the
attention they merit from
the other two components

Structure and key content adopted from PA slides
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Incentive Level
and the
Performance Incentive
Mechanisms
for the 2013‐2015
Three‐Year Plan
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Performance Incentives: PAs
• Statewide incentive pool for design level
performance:
– Proposed statewide incentive pool of nearly $86.0 million for
electric PAs.
– Proposed statewide incentive pool of $16.7 million for gas PAs.
– 2010-2012 pools were $65 million electric and $14 million gas.

• Proposed incentive pool is proportional to savings
targets and incentive pool supported by the Council
in first three-year plan.
• Current system is working well and was heavily
negotiated.
• Performance incentive recovery is fundamentally
linked to all PA proposals.
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Performance Incentive Level
• Generally compared as % of program cost
• MA design, about 4‐6% of costs (pre‐tax)
– The electric statewide incentive pool goals equal
$22 million in 2011 and $25.7 million in 2012
(original target of $65 million for 2010‐2012).
– The gas statewide incentive pool goals equal $4.3
million in 2011 and $5.3 million in 2012 (original
target of $14 million for 2010‐2012).

• Nationally, incentive levels range from 1‐2%
(management fees) to over 20% of program cost
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Incentive Level – Other Issues
• Impact of performance range: performance at
threshold and cap
• The policy environment evolves
• Legislation: statutory requirement
• Decoupling and lost base revenues: how do
these impact the incentive level?
• Interaction of incentive level and saving goals:
relationship between goals (benefits) and level
• Level proportional to 2010‐2012 levels
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Performance Incentive
Mechanism:
Analysis and Suggestions
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Build on the Current Approach
• Build upon the current performance incentive
mechanism with its three components: savings
(benefits), value (net benefits), and
performance metrics
• Three components focus on key objectives:
– Higher savings, more benefits for MA
– Value and cost‐effectiveness (net benefits)
– Metrics for other objectives: deeper savings, etc.

• Retain the performance metric component for
other objectives, deeper savings, broader reach
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Performance Incentive
Mechanism (based on PA ppt)
•

Continuation of the well-functioning performance incentive mechanism applicable to initial
three-year plans as a basis for the 2013-2015 performance incentive model and
allocations.
PI Component

Savings
Mechanism

Value
Mechanism

Performance
Metrics

Calculation
Payout rate for each $
value of benefit achieved
Range: 75% to 125% of
design
Payout rate for each $
value of net benefit
achieved (benefits-costs)
Range: 75% to 125% of
design
Incentives for specific
actions. Actions to be
negotiated for 3 yrs prior
to filing.
Range: 75% to 125%

Impact of Incentive
• Rewards deeper savings, “all cost
effective savings”
• Common payout rate ensures fairer
incentives across the state
• Dollar value ensures all benefit types are
counted
• Rewards good budgetary management
• Rewards focus on cost-efficiency of TRC
costs (program and customer costs)
• Common payout rate ensures fairer
incentives across the sate
• Rewards specific initiatives and goals
that require more focus or that don’t fit in
well with the savings or value
mechanisms (e.g., future strategies)
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Performance Incentive
Mechanism (based on PA ppt)
• Performance Incentive Focus remains primarily on
savings
Electric

Gas

Mechanism

2010

2011

2012

2013 - 2015

Savings

45%

48%

52%

52%

Value

35%

34%

35%

35%

Perf. Metrics

20%

18%

13%

13%

Mechanism

2010

2011

2012

2013 - 2015

Savings

45%

46%

55%

55%

Value

35%

26%

30%

30%

Perf. Metrics

20%

28%

15%

15%

* Source: 3 yr plan compliance filing (March 12, 2010), 2011 mid-term modification settlement filed (October 29, 2010), 2012 midterm modifications filed (October 28, 2011)
** Note for 2013-2015 year by year components may vary slightly from average
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2012 MTMs –
Performance Incentives
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Why Performance Metrics?
Identify and develop ways to motivate and incent the PAs' behavior related
to some specific priorities or objectives, which (in our view) are not adequately
or very effectively incented in the two overarching components of the
performance incentive mechanism, either in the savings (achieve $ benefits) or
the value (achieve net benefits, i.e., achieve benefits cost-effectively from a
TRC perspective) components of the performance incentive. These important
priorities include:
- Achieving deeper savings and comprehensiveness
- Pursuing CHP
- Cost-efficiency in the use of ratepayer funding (which is not directly incented
through the value component of the performance incentive)
- Low income objectives that are addressed in the performance metrics
- Focus on initiatives with longer time horizons, which will establish the
foundation building blocks on which to build increased savings levels
- Others?
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Why it is Important to Get Benefits, Costs,
and Net Benefits “Right” in the Plan
• The “payout rates” (performance incentive earned per $ of
benefits, and incentive earned per $ of net benefits) for the
savings and value components are set based on the plan.
• For a given incentive level, lower benefits or higher costs
(leading to higher net benefits) in the plan result in higher
payout rates per unit. Then the higher payout rates are
multiplied by actual results, resulting in higher total incentives
for a given level of actual benefits or net benefits.
• (Potential) perverse incentive for PAs to use lower benefits or
higher costs in the plan, resulting in higher payout rates, then
multiplied by actual results Æ higher incentives and PA earnings.
• Possible change: payout rates determined before the plan is
developed (but then the plan total incentive level would be
determined by multiplying planned units times the payout rate)
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Next Steps and Key Dates
• Ongoing discussions with PAs and EEAC
consultants, with input from EEAC councilors
• Update on performance incentives at the August
10th EEAC meeting
• Following EEAC meeting is Sept 11th; next Plan is
due from PAs on Sept. 6th
• Recommendation: EEAC Executive Committee
should plan to continue working on proposed
performance incentives for the 2013‐2015 Plan
during August/early Sept.
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